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Getting to the IST



Some history

Ø 2004 MapReduce: Simplified Data Processing on 
Large Clusters, a paper by Jeff Dean & Sanjay 
Ghemawat

A new distributed, large scale data processing 
framework that implements the well-known 
map/reduce paradigm from functional programming.



MapReduce explained



Key features of MapReduce

Ø Automatic Parallelization
framework takes care of distributing data & tasks

Ø Fault Tolerance
Hadoop 2 (replication) Hadoop 3 (erasure coding)
failed tasks are automatically re-executed

Ø Data Locality
tasks run where chunks of data are located



MapReduce example: distributed 
wordcount

mapred streaming \
-input <file/folder name> \
-output <results folder> \
-mapper /bin/cat \
-reducer /usr/bin/wc

$



MapReduce example: distributed 
wordcount



The need for a new framework

MapReduce has two main limitations:

• limited processing speed due to disk I/O

• excessive storage space consumption



Some more history

Ø 2010 Spark: cluster computing with working sets, 
by Matei Zaharia et al.. In: Proceedings of the 2nd 
USENIX conference on Hot topics in cloud 
computing 

Spark introduces Resilient Distributed Datasets 
(RDD), a new abstraction for distributed in-memory 
data processing.



Ø a read-only collection of objects partitioned across 
a set of machines

together with

Ø a set of transformations

Resiliency is achieved by re-applying transformations 
whenever data gets lost.

What is a Spark RDD?



Spark example with pyspark

sc = SparkContext(
appName = "Ngrams with pyspark "

)

$



The Spark context

A Spark context (or a session—encapsulating a 
context) is the entry gate for Spark. 

It represents the Spark engine (whether on the local 
machine or on a cluster) and provides an API for 
creating and running data pipelines.



Spark example: view context

sc$



Spark example: load file to RDD



Spark example: ngrams pipeline



The object we just created is a PipelinedRDD

Spark example: PipelinedRDD

type(ngrams)$
pyspark.rdd.PipelinedRDD



What happened under the hood?

Spark saved a sequence of transformations.

According to the principle of lazy evaluation, no 
further step will be made until an action is taken.



Spark transformations and actions



Apply the action take

Spark action: process & retrieve 
data

$ for (ngram, c) in ngrams.take(3):
print("{:<20}{:>d}".format(' '.join(ngram), c))

one of the 27795 
as well as 25145 
part of the 17984



Human genome file

$ for (ngram, c) in ngrams.take(3):
print("{:<20}{:>d}".format(' '.join(ngram), c))

T T T               46984458
A A A               46913491
A A T               30131208



Transformations and actions seen 
so far



Web interface for job monitoring



Web interface for job monitoring



Some features of Apache Spark™

Ø Written in Scala
Ø APIs for Scala, Java, Python, R, and SQL
Ø Libraries: 

ØMllib for machine learning
ØGraphX for graph-parallel computation

Ø runs on:
ØApache Mesos
ØHadoop YARN
ØKubernetes
ØStandalone: deploy on a private cluster



Little Big Data cluster @TU-Wien

Ø 18 worker nodes with two XeonE5-2650v4 CPUs 

with 24 cores (total of 48 cores per node, 864 total 

worker cores)

Ø 256GB RAM (total of 4.5TB memory available to 

worker nodes of the whole cluster) 

Ø ethernet speed 10Gb/s (external and inter-node)



On VSC3

#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH --job-name=spark-wordcount

#SBATCH --nodes=4
#SBATCH --time=00:10:00

#SBATCH --partition=binf

module purge

module load anaconda3 hadoop/2.7 
apache_spark/2.4.4

. vsc_start_spark.sh

# runs on all nodes

command="$SPARK_HOME/bin/spark-submit --
master 
spark://${SPARK_MASTER_HOST}:${SPARK_MASTER
_PORT} --total-executor-cores $NUMCORES --
executor-memory 2G $WDIR/pi.py 10000"
echo $command

$command

import sys

from random import random

from operator import add

from pyspark.sql import SparkSession

if __name__ == "__main__":

spark = SparkSession\

.builder\

.appName("PythonPi")\

.getOrCreate()

partitions = int(sys.argv[1]) if len(sys.argv) > 1 else 2

n = 100000 * partitions

def f(_):

x = random() * 2 - 1

y = random() * 2 – 1

return 1 if x ** 2 + y ** 2 <= 1 else 0

count = spark.sparkContext.parallelize(range(1, n + 1), 
partitions).map(f).reduce(add)

print("Pi is roughly %f" % (4.0 * count / n))

spark.stop()

pi.slrm pi.py



Frameworks using Spark

Ø Adam (genomic analysis)
Ø Geotrellis (geospatial data)
Ø Koalas (distributed Pandas)



Thank you for your attention.

Questions?


